
Electronic technology is critical to automotive performance. 

Sensors and other electronic components are necessary to the 

increasing performance of modern automobiles. These are mounted 

using solder, illustrating how important this technology is in the 

functionality of automobiles.

Soldering Challenges Faced 
by the Automotive Industry 
Today’s advanced automotive industry poses  
special challenges that soldering can help solve 
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On-Board Electronics
The number of electronic 
components in 
automobiles has been 
rapidly increasing, due to 
the appearance of hybrid 
and electric vehicles. 
Sensors and other 
electronic components 
are essential to the 
increasing performance 
of modern automobiles.

The use of on-board 
electronics due to 
the computerization 
of automobiles will 
continue to rise, 
especially in the 
following areas:

• Actuators
• Fuel efficiency 
• Safety features
• Comfort and amenity-

related parts

These items are 
mounted via soldering, 
making it clear that this 
technology plays a vital 
role in the increasingly-
high efficiency and 
functionality of 
automobiles.

Electronics technology is essential for advancing automotive performance and functionality today. Beginning 

with hybrid cars’ use of the motor as an actuator, a large number of objects, previously operated by mechanics, 

are moving into the realm of electronics. Advancements in computerization have increased the presence of 

soldering technology in this industry. The specialists at JAPAN UNIX report the latest soldering information in 

automotive electronics.

Mechatronic Integration
With the increase in electronically controlled parts and functionality, the solder used in on-
board electronics is held to much higher quality and reliability standards than in regular 
electronics. So, in the automotive industry, it is imperative that the soldering process is 
carried out at the required and exact temperature.

Automotive soldering demands high quality and reliability. Mechatronic integration 
requires better technology. In the past, soldering was used to mount electronic 
components to a substrate; however, today mechatronic integration is on the rise. For 
automobile manufacturers, these modules offer several cost, space and weight benefits. 
However, module manufacturers must maintain the previous product quality while dealing 
with a complicated facility and taking soldering and conveyance methods into account. 
As a result, there is a demand for new levels in high technology to deal with these issues. 

To help meet these new needs, JAPAN UNIX introduced the cutting-edge soldering robot, 
SOLDER MEISTER UNIVERSE Series, no jig needed.

The Universe S adopts laser technology, needs no jig, and is an ideal soldering robot for 
automotive manufacturing with lead-free, less solder and less labor. It unites electronic 
components picking, substrate insertion, and soldering into one sequence. It uses a SCARA 
robot above the substrate and an articulated robot on the below the substrate to handle 
insertions. It takes advantage of a feeding unit, which provides solder on demand, thus, 
significantly reducing a large amount of solder.

Cycle time is cut to a third since all path lengths are fully automatic. Additionally, system 
footprint of has been reduced, lowering labor costs and improving product quality 
percentages.

Until now, electronic component mounting took four steps:

A laborer places 
components onto 

the substrate

The substrate 
is placed into a 

specially-made jig

The substrate is 
rotated

The 
components 
are soldered.

This process needed several laborers. In contrast, the UNIVERSE S’s articulated robot inserts 
the components into the substrate from below and holds them in place while a SCARA 
robot does the soldering from above. 

In one factory where the UNIVERSE S was installed, it previously took one laborer 150 
seconds to solder-mount one component. However, after installation of the UNIVERSE S, 
that time dropped to approximately 55 seconds. The space required for the manufacturing 
machines also was reduced to a third of the previous area. Additionally, the factory’s 
previous soldering product quality percentage was 95% but due to the uniformity 
introduced by the robot, quality percentage was increased to nearly 100%. Furthermore, 
since the soldering process is performed by laser, the iron tip’s dissipation and related 
replacements are no longer an issue. Thus, the factory has achieved full automation and 
has been able to run for 24 hours.

To download the full report, visit www.japanunix.com/en/
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